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Let A be a commutative ring with identity. In the foundational paper of Bass and 
Murthy [4] techniques were developed for computing Pic(An) (and related groups) 
for II a finitely generated abelian group. The procedure was to decompose 71 as 
no x T, where no is finite and T is free abelian, so that A 71 = R[ T], R = A no. Then in 
the case that R is one-dimensional, Noetherian, and has finite integral closure, 
Pic(R[T]) can be determined in terms of Pit(R) and certain invariants of R [4, 
Thm. 8.11. For more general rings R it is still of interest o know when the canonical 
map Pit(R) -, Pic(R [ T]) is an isomorphism. It turns out that the condition that this 
map be an isomorphism is a stronger condition on a ring R for T a free abelian 
group, than for T a free abelian monoid. In the latter case, R is said to be semi- 
normal. The purpose of this note is to give a result on when a group ring ATI is semi- 
normal, where II is a finite abelian group, and some results on when the map 
Pit(A) + Pic(A [X, X-l]) is an isomorphism for A an integral domain. 
In Section one of this paper, we give several preliminary results on seminormality. 
Theorem 1.3 is of particular interest here for it allows us to show that a projective 
ideal I of R[T], T a free abelian group or monoid, is extended from R by showing 
that IRA [T] is extended from RA for certain families {RA}A,,, of R-algebras. 
In Section two we give our results on seminormality of group rings A 7c, z a finite 
abelian group. Let n be the order of X. Under the conditions that the total quotient 
ring of A is absolutely flat and n-4 has no embedded prime divisors, it is shown that 
An is seminormal if and only if A is seminormal, n is regular on A, and nA, nA are 
radical ideals, where A = integral closure of A. This result was first obtained by Bass 
and Murthy [4] for A = Z. It was extended to one dimensional Mori rings by Pedrini 
[20, Thm. 21 and to all Mori rings by Greco [9, Thm. 3.11, where by a Tori ring 
it is meant a reduced Noetherian ring R whose integral closure R is a finite 
R-module [9]. 
In Section three we consider the question of when the canonical map w : Pit(R)-+ 
Pic(R[T]) is an isomorphism for T a free abelian group. Very few results on when 
this map is an isomorphism are known if R is not either normal, or a one- 
dimensional Mori ring. In Theorem 3.2 it is shown that if T has rank one, then w is 
an isomorphism if R is a seminormal domain in which the weak Bourbaki prime 
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ideals of principal ideals are unibranched. For one dimensional AMori domains, these 
conditions are known to also be necessary [9, Thm. 4.51. 
All rings are assumed to be commutative with identity. If R is a ring we let T(R) 
denote the total quotient ring of R and R the integral closure of R in T(R). If G is a 
free abelian group or monoid and f E R[G], we let cR(f) denote the ideal of R 
generated by the coefficients of f, and if 1~ R[G], we let ~~(1) = the ideal of R 
generated by {cR(f) 1 f ~1). We sometimes write c(f) or c(Z) if the reference to R is 
clear. A prime ideal P of R is called a B,-prime (weak-Bourbaki associated prime 
[5, p. 289, Exercise 171) of an ideal I if for some XE R, P is minimal among prime 
ideals containing (I:, x), and an N-prime (prime divisor in the sense of Nagata 
[17, p. 191) of I if there is a multiplicatively closed subset S of R which does not 
meet I such that PRs is maximal among the ideals of Rs which consist of zero 
divisors on Rs/IRs. See (121, [32] for some relationships among B,-primes, 
N-primes, and some other types of associated primes. Our main references for semi- 
normality are [30], [31]. 
Section 1 
Our first lemma in this section is an immediate consequence of the special case in 
[9, Lemma 2.71. (See [19] for some related results.) We will say that an integer m is 
regular on a ring R if multiplication by m is an injective map on R. 
Lemma 1.1. Let R be a ring and rr an abeiian group of order m. Then Rn is reduced 
if and only if R is reduced and m is R-regular. 
Proof. Write R = IiT R, where each R, is a subring of R which is finitely generated 
as a Z-algebra. Then each R, is reduced, Noetherian, and pseudo-geometric 
(=Nagata ring) [15, 3lH, Thm. 721. It follows that each R, has finite integral 
closure and so we may apply [9, Lemma 2.71 to the R,. 
If R +B is a ring homomorphism, we will say that a B-module M is extended 
from R if MziV@, B for some R-module N. Throughout this section R[X] denotes 
the polynomial ring over R in an arbitrary set X of variables, unless otherwise 
noted. 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be a reduced ring and Z an invertible ideal of R[X] such that 
Ifl R = IO contains a regular element. if I is extended from R as an R [Xl-module, 
then I = I,,R[X]. 
Proof. It suffices to show that IR,[X] =loRp[X] for each prime ideal p of R, and 
since ZR, [X] n R, = IoR, [X] and IoR, contains a regular element, we may assume R 
is quasi-local. But then Z is principal since I is extended from R. Let g be a generator 
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of I and let K= T(R). Since /K[X] = K[X], g is a unit of K[X] and gE K since K is 
reduced. Thus gc Kfll=I,. 
The following result and its corollaries are generalizations of [30, Lemma 6.41 on 
patching of rank one projective modules. It will be used in each of the following two 
sections. In the applications, we will have K = T(R) absolutely flat, and such rings 
are easily seen to be seminormal and thus satisfy Pic(K[X]) = 0. 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be a ring and let { cpk : R + RA )AE,, be a family of commutative 
reduced torsion-free R-algebras such that the induced map cp :R -*B = fl, E , R;. is 
injective and B/&R) is R-torsion-free. If I is an invertible ideal of R[X], which 
contains a regular element of R, and IRAIX] is extended from Ri for each A. E A, 
then I is extended from R. 
Proof. Let ZO = In R. Since regular ideals of R [X] are generated by regular elements 
(161, then I is an intersection of principal fractional ideals [26, Prop. 3.11. Thus as in 
[22, Lemma I] we have that f,, = n {rcR(g)-t / I5 (r/g)R [Xl, r E R, g E: R [X] regular 
elements of R[X]}. Since Rl is R-torsion-free then ZRA[X] is an invertible ideal of 
RA[X] which contains a regular element of RA. Therefore /RA[X] = JrRr[X] where 
JA = IR,[X] flRA by assumption and Lemma 2. Thus if TE R,g E R [X] are regular 
elements with ZG (r/g)R[X] then 
cRA(g)cRA(IR~]X]) = cRl(g)cRI(J~R~[X]) = ci+% 
= c@JARA]X]) = c@rR,[X]) 
C CR~(TRA[X])=~R;.. 
But this giVeS pi(cR(g)cR(I)) C vA(r)RI for every A, and thus since r%~ is injecrive and 
B/&R) is R-torsion-free, it follows that c,&)cR(I) C rR, and thus c(l) C 1,. 
Remark 1.4. Let NPic(R) be the co-kernel of the map Pic(R)*Pic(R[X]). If the RA 
in Theorem 1 are R-flat and Pic(K[X]) = 0 where K = T(R), then the conclusion of 
the above theorem is that the canonical map w: NPic(R)+ n;.,,, NPic(Ri.) is 
injective. 
Proof. Let ME Pic(R[X]) represent an element of ker IC/ and let S be the set of 
regular elements of R. From the exact sequence 
U(K[X]) -, Pic(R[X], S) + Pic(R [Xl) 4 Pic(K[X]) = 0 
[3, p. 1361, we see that M is isomorphic to an ideal I of R [X] with 117 S # 0. Further, 
IR~[Xl~~lO,,,lR~[Xl~~MO,,,,R~[Xl, 
the first isomorphism holding since RA is R-flat. Thus by the above theorem, I is 
extended from R, and hence M is also. 
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Corollary 1.5. Let R be a reduced ring whose total quotient ring K satisfies 
Pic(K [Xl) = 0, and let ME Pic(R [Xl). If MP is extended from R, for each B,-prime 
of a principal ideal, then M is extended from R. 
Proof. Let .2 be the set of &-prime ideals of principal ideals. By Theorem 1.3 it 
suffices to show that the canonical map 9 : R + B = n PE d R, is injective and that 
B/9(R) is R-torsion-free. If aE ker 9 and a#O, let PE Spec(R) be minimal over 
(0 :R a). Then p E J and (0 :R a)R, = (0 :R, a/l) c pR,, a contradiction. Thus 9 is 
injective. To show that B/9(R) is R-torsion-free let .&Y = {pi 11 E A}, let r E R be a 
regular element and let (bA)A E,, E B be such that r(b,JAGA = 9(a), a E R. Then a E rR, 
for every p E .2’ and hence a E rR, say a = ra’, a’E R. But since r is regular, coA(a’) = b1 
for all A E /1. Hence B/9(R) is R-torsion-free. 
In [30, p. 2171 a family (RA}A,A of R-algebras was said to be faithfully flat if each 
RA is R-flat, and for each R-module M, RnaRM=O for all A =M=O. The follow- 
ing result generalizes [30, Prop. 3.91. An important special case, given in [lo, 
Corol. 1.71 for Mori rings, says that if T(R) is absolutely flat, and a faithfully 
flat R-algebra B is seminormal, then R is seminormal. A more direct argument for 
this case however is to observe that R = Bn T(R) by faithful flatness, and an inter- 
section of seminormal rings is seminormal [30, Corol. 3.31. 
Corollary 1.6. Let R be a ring with Pic(K[X])=O where K= T(R) and let 
{~A:R-+RA}A,A be a faithfully fiat family of commutative reduced R-algebras. 
Then the canonical map y : NPic(R)+ fliEn NPic(RJ is injective. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.4. 
Corollary 1.7. Let R be a reduced ring with T(R) = K and let I be an invertible ideal 
of R[X] such that IK[X]=K[X]. If R is an imersection of a family {RA}A,A of 
overrings of R such that IR*[X] is extended from RA for each I E A, then I is 
extended from R. 
Proof. Let 9:R-+B= n,,,, RA be the map induced by the inclusions. Then 9 is 
easily seen to satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3. 
In Section 3 we will need the following analogue of Corollary 1.7 where the free 
monoid algebra R [X] is replaced by R[T], T a free abelian group. 
Theorem 1.8. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K, let T be a free 
abelian group and let I be an invertible ideal of R[T] such that In R + (0). If R is an 
intersection of a family {R ) A 1 E.1 of overrings such that IRAIT] is extendedfrom R* 
for each 1 E A, then I is extended from R. 
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For the proof of this result we will just indicate the modifications needed in order 
to adapt the proof of Theorem 1.3 to this case. First we need the following analogue 
of Lemma 1.2. The proof is the same except that one uses the fact that the units 
of K(T], where K is a field and T a free abelian group, are of the form ut with 
UE K- (0) and t E T [4, Prop. 5.121. (See [8] for a further study of units in semi- 
group rings.) 
Lemma 1.9. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and let T be a free 
abelian group. If I is an invertible ideal of R [ T] with IfI R = IO+ {0}, and Z is 
extended from R, then I = I0 R [ T] . 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.8, we just observe that the proof given for 
Theorem 1.3 works for any content R-algebra and that R[T] is a content R-algebra 
[18], [27]. Recall that an R-module M is called a content R-module if XE c(x)M for 
every XEM where c(x) is defined as n {I ( I is an ideal of R with XE IM}. An 
R-algebra R’ is a content R-algebra if R’ is a faithfully flat content R-module and 
for each f,g E R’ there exists an integer n r 0 such that c(fg)c(g)” = c(f )c(g)“’ ‘. 
In [29] Swan has given an example of a rank 2 projective module P over 
A [XX-‘], where X is an indeterminate and A = C[X,, . . . ,X,1/( 1 - C;=, XF), which 
is not extended from A but P,,, is extended from A‘,,, [X, X-l] for each maximal ideal 
M of A. Theorem 1.8 shows that one cannot get a similar example with P of rank 
one. 
Lemma 1.10. Let 9 : R -, B be &ale. If R is seminormal, then B is seminormal. 
Proof. By [24, p. 511, for each prime ideal P of B there exists b E B- P and 
rE R -p, where p = Pn R, such that Bb is R isomorphic to (R&Y]/(f)), where X 
is an indeterminate, g, f E R,[X] and f’ (=the derivative of f) is a unit of 
(R,[X]/(f)),. To show B is seminormal it suffices to show that each Bb is 
seminormal, and thus we are reduced to considering the standard &ale algebras 
R+(R[X]/(f)),. By [30, Lemma 6.31 we may write R as a direct limit of semi- 
normal subrings R, which are finitely generated as Z-algebras and thus Mori. But 
then (R[X]/(f)), is a direct limit of algebras which are of the form (Ro[X]/(f))g 
and thus are seminormal by [9, 1.6(ii)]. Therefore (R[X]/(f)), is seminormal 
[30, Lemma 6.21; 
Corollary 1.11. If a quasi-local ring R is seminormal, then its henselization Rh and 
strict henselization RSh are seminormal. 
Proof. Rh and RSh are direct limits of &ale R-algebras [24, Chap VIII] and Pit(R) 
commutes with direct limits [30, Lemma 6.21. 
The proof of the following result follows the outline of the proof given in [25, 
p. 821 of a classical result in number theory. 
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Lemma 1.12. Let R be an integrally closed integral domain of characteristic zero, 
and let p be a prime integer such that pR+ R is a radical ideal of R. Then 
R[X]/(XP-‘+Xp-Z+ ... +X+ 1) is an integrally closed domain, where X is an 
indeterminate. 
Proof. Let f=XP-‘+Xp-2+ ... +X+ 1 and let K be the quotient field of R. If 
PE Spec(R) is minimal over pR, then f(X + 1) is irreducible in Rp[X] by [ 17, 3 1.1 I] 
and so is irreducible in K[X] since RP is integrally closed. Thus R[X]/(f) is integral 
domain. Then R[X]/(f) = R[x] where x is the image of X, K[x] =S-‘R[x] is the 
quotient field of R [x] where S = R - {0}, and K[x] is a separable normal extension 
of K. Let A be the integral closure of R in K[x]. To show A c R[x], let 
y=a0+alx+...+a,_2xP-2EA, a;EK. 
Then 
xy=a0x+alx2+...+ap_2xP-*, 
and subtracting we get 
y(l-~)=a~(l-x)+a,(x-x~)+~~~+a~-~(xP-~-xP-~). 
Since f(X) = nf=;’ (X-x’), x,x2, . . . . xp-t are conjugate and so have the same trace. 
Thus Tr(y(l-x))=Tr(ae(l-x))=aeTr(l--x)=aop. Let y=yI,y2,...,yp-l be the 
conjugates of y. Then 
Tr(y(1 -x))=yi(l -x)+y2(l -~~)+~~~+y~._~(l -xp-I) 
=y*(l -x) +y2(3(l -x) +Y3 (+3(1 -x) 
+...+v,*(_l)(l-x) 
=(l -x)y’~A(l -x). 
Thus Tr(y(l-x))EA(l-x)nR. But since I-x’ and I-xi are associates for 
i,jE{1,2 ,..., p-l), 
[A(1 -x)]P-‘=;!‘A(1 -x’)=Af(l)=pA, 
and since pR is a radical ideal, pR is contracted from A, so pR =pA nR. Thus 
[A(1 -x)]p-*flR =pAnR=pR, and since pR is a radical ideal, A(1 -x)nR=pR. 
Therefore sop = Tr( y( 1 -x)) E pR * a0 E R. To show aj E R multiply 
y=ao+alx+...+ap_2xP-2 
by xp-j and get 
yxP-j=aOxP-j+alxP-j+I+...+aj_IxP-I 
+aj+aj+*X+aj+2X2+*~~+ap_2xP-j-2. 
Then by what we have shown, aj E R. 
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Lemma 1.13. Let R, m be a seminormal quasi-local ring with m =pR, p a regular 
element of R. Let R’+R be an overring of R which is a finite R-module, and let 
b = (R :R R’). Then p is not a zero divisor on RI/b. 
Proof. Let q = nF=, piR. Then q is a prime ideal of R and R/q is a principal valua- 
tion ring [2, Thm. 2.21. Since b is a radical ideal of R [31, Lemma 1.31, we have 
eitherb=morbcq[2,Thm.2.2].LetQ1 ,..., Qs be the prime ideals of R’ which lie 
over q, and consider the embedding R/q+R’/n Qi. Sincep 6 U:=, Qi, p is not a zero 
divisor on R’/n Qi. Thus the regular elements of R/q remain regular in R’/n Q; 
and therefore T(R/q) c T(R’/n QJ. If b=m, then pR’c R; we get T(R/q) = 
T(R’/r) QJ and so s= 1. Since R/q is integrally closed and R’/Q, is integral over 
R/q, we get R/q = RI/Q, and therefore R’= R + Q,. But since Q, = ‘m c ‘l& = b, 
we get Q, c R and R’= R, a contradiction. Thus b # m, and so b G q. 
NOW to show that p is regular on R’/b it suffices to show that p is not contained 
in any B,-prime of b [5, p. 289, Exer. 17(b)]. Since pR = m the only primes of R’ 
containing p are maximal ideals, so it suffices to show that no maximal ideal of R’is 
a B,-prime of b. If M is a maximal ideal of R’ which is minimal over (b:,,a) for 
a E R’, then MRL = “$fm = b zR. a by [32, Prop. 2.31. Therefore M is a minimal 
prime divisor of b [32, Thm. 2.11. F&t this contradicts the fact that b c q c n;=, Qi, 
and finishes the proof. 
Section 2 
We will now give our main result on seminormality of group rings. A partial 
converse follows from the result [9, Thm. 3.11 of Greco and will be given later in this 
section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a seminormal ring with T(A) absolutely flat and let TI be a 
finite abelian group of order n. If n is regular on A, nA and nA are radical ideals, 
and nA has no embedded prime divisors, then An is seminormal. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (Ax)~ is seminormal for every B,-prime Q of a 
principal ideal by Corollary 1.5, and to show that (Az)~ is seminormal it suffices to 
show Apn is seminormal where P= QnA. If nAp=Ap, then Apn is etale over AP 
[9, Corol. 2.51, and hence seminormal by Lemma 1.10. Otherwise we get n =p*m 
where p E P is prime and m $ P. Then nA p=p’Ap, and t = 1 since nA is a radical 
ideal. Further, since Q is a B,-prime of a principal ideal and PE Q, we have by 
[6, Thm. 31 that Q is a B,-prime of pAn, and thus by [12, Prop. 4.51 P is an N-prime 
of PA. 
By hypothesis P is minimal over pA and so pAp= PAP since pAp is a radical 
ideal. Further T(Ap) = T(A)p is absolutely flat [7, Prop. 21. Therefore we may 
assume that A, m is quasi-local with m =pA. Write n = n’x n” where (n’: 1) =p and 
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(n”:l)=m.ThenAn=(An’)n”isttaleoverA~’sincem(A~’)=An’[9,Corol.2.5]. 
Thus by Lemma 1 .lO, An is seminormal if An’ is. Therefore we are reduced to 
considering the case (7~ : 1) =p. Now to show that An is seminormal we first show 
that An is seminormal in An. For this it suffices to show that ATT is seminormal in 
A’n for each overring A’ of A which is finite as a module over A. Let A’ be such an 
overring and let b = (A :a A’). Since A is seminormal in A’, b is a radical ideal of A’ 
[31, Lemma 1.31. Further, bAn is the conductor of An in A’n and A’dbA’nz 
(A’/b)rr, and since p is a regular element on A’/b by Lemma 1.13, then (AI( is 
reduced by Lemma 1.1. Therefore bAn is a radical ideal of A ‘lr and hence An is 
seminormal in A’rr. 
It remains to show that An is seminormal by [30, Corol. 3.41. For this it suffices 
to show that (&pn is seminormal for every maximal ideal P of A [30, Prop. 3.71 
and since T(A) is absolutely flat, (A)p is an integrally closed domain [7, Props. 5 
and 61. Thus we may assume that A is a quasi-local integrally closed domain, rr is a 
group of order p and pA is a radical ideal. Further OfpA #A, so A has character- 
istic zero. Since An =A[X]/(XP- 1) we have a natural homomorphism 
rp:An+A[X]/(X-l)xA[X]/(f)=AxA[X]/(f) 
where f = XP-’ + XPq2+ e-e +X+ 1, and rp is injective since An is reduced. But 
A xA[X]/(f) is seminormal by Lemma 1.12 so it suffices by (30, Corol. 3.41 to 
show that An is seminormal in A xA[X]/(f). To this end let 
C= (c,-,, I+-fA[X]) E A xA[X]/(f) 
be such that C2= v(g) and C3 = (p(h),g, h E An. Then 
and 
(c,‘, I2 +fA WI) = (g(l),gW) +fA [Xl) 
(c:, I3 +fALW = (Ml), WI +fA[Xl). 
Thus c;=g(l), c;=h(l), r2-gEfA[X], I 3-h~fA[X] and so /‘(1)-g(l), 13(1)- 
h(l)~f(l)A=pA. But then 1(1)2-ci and /(13-ci~pA imply that I(l)-c,,cpA 
since A/pA is reduced [30, Lemma 3.11. Let 1(l) =pa+ co, SEA. Then 
(co, l+fA[X]) = (co, I- af+fA[X]) = &- af + (Xp- l)A[X]). 
Remark 2.2. The proof of Theorem 2.1 given for Mori rings in [9] contains an error 
in [9, Lemma 3.21, where it is claimed that B/q = A(X]/(f) is &ale over A. 
In [9] the conditions that nA be a radical ideal and that nA have no embedded 
prime divisors were not needed. This is because for Noetherian rings they both 
follow from the condition that nA is a radical ideal. We give a direct proof that nA 
is a radical ideal in nA is and A is Noetherian (the other condition being obvious). 
This also answers the question [9, Remark 3.4(vi)]. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let A be a Noetherian reduced ring, and let PEA be a regular 
element. If pA is a radical ideal, then pA is a radical ideal. 
Proof. Let Q be a prime ideal of A which is minimal over PA, and let P= QnA. 
Then P is an N-prime of pA by [23, Thm. 2.151 and hence an associated prime ideal 
of pA [17, 7.51. Thus P is minimal over pA since pA is a radical ideal, and so 
pAp= PAP. Therefore AP is integrally closed. Since A is reduced, we get Ap= (&p 
and so Q is the only prime of A lying over P. Therefore pAQ=pAP=pAP= 
PAP= Q&. 
We now give a partial converse to Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a ring and let n be a finite abelian group of order m. If 
An is seminormal, then A is seminormal, m is regular on A, and mA, mA are radical 
ideals. 
Proof. We can write AR as a direct limit of seminormal subrings which are finitely 
generated as Z-algebras [30, Lemma 6.31, and since 7c is finite, these rings may be 
chosen of the form A,n, A, G A. But then 
Arr=l@A,n, A/mA = l$ A./mA., A/mA = 1% A,/mA,, 
so the conclusions follow from (9, Thm. 3.11 and Theorem 2.3. 
The assumption that nA have no embedded primes in Theorem 2.1 could be 
removed if one knew that a B,-prime of pATc contracts to a B,-prime of PA. This is 
not true for an arbitrary flat A algebra B [12], but it might be true for B =An, as it is 
for B=R[X]. 
Section 3 
Let R be an integral domain and X an indeterminate. Following [9] we call R 
quasinormal if the canonical map Pit(R) + Pic(R[X,X-‘1) is an isomorphism. 
(Unfortunately a different class of rings was called quasinormal in [28], [33].) In [4, 
Corol. 5.101 it was shown that Noetherian normal domains are quasinormal, and 
the Noetherian hypothesis can easily be removed via direct limits. It follows that 
normal = quasinormal = seminormal, and that neither of these implications can be 
reversed. Further, by [4, Thm. 6.31 the canonical maps 
Pit(R) A Pic(R [Xl) ’ - Pic(R [X,X-‘]) 
are always injective and fl is surjective t) /?o a is surjective. 
It was shown in [28, Thm. l] that if B is an integral overring of a seminormal ring 
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R, then R is an intersection of rings A obtained from B by gluing over primes of R. 
Recall that a ring A is obtained from B by gluing over PE Spec(R) if the following 
square is Cartesian 1281, [3 11: 
W) - T(B@) where k(P) = Rp/PRp. 
It is easily seen that if R is an integral domain, then A = (Rp+ mp)nB. 
In this section X will always be an indeterminate. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be an integral domain and B an overring of R. If B is integral 
over R and R is seminormal in B then R is an intersection of rings A obtained from 
B by gluing over B,-primes of principal ideals of R. 
Proof. Let R’= n {(Rp+mp)nB 1 P is a B,-prime of a principal ideal of R}. 
Then R G R’. If R #R’ let b = a/c E R’- R, a, c E R, cf 0. Then since R is seminormal 
in R[b] the conductor C= (R :R R[b]) is a radical ideal in R[b] and in R. Therefore 
we have C G (R :R 6) G ‘fl= C. So if P E Spec(R) is minimal over (R :R b) = (CR :R a), 
then 
PRp=Cp=~~~==~~. 
Since b E R,+ mp, then 
&-+x, 
s s 
reR,sER-P,xEm, 
and thus 
sb=r+x * sb-r=xER[b] = xER[b]flm=dm. 
We get b E Rp+ imp= Rp+ PRp= Rp, contradicting P 2 (R :R b). 
Theorem 3.2. If R is a seminormal integral domain such that each B,-prime of a 
principal ideal of R is unibranched, then R is quasinormal. 
Proof. Since Pic(K[X,X-I])=0 where K is the quotient field of R, it follows that 
each rank one projective module over R[X,X-‘1 is isomorphic to an ideal I of 
R[X,X-‘1 with InR# (0). Thus by Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 3.1, it suffices to 
show that Pic(A)dPic(A[X,X-‘1) is an isomorphism for each ring A of the form 
Rp+ @& where P is a minimal prime divisor of (CR :R a), a, c E R. But then A is a 
ring having the ideal l6?& in common with the integral closure RP of A, and since 
P has only one prime in R lying over it, A and RP are quasi-local with the same 
maximal ideal M=mp. The result now follows from the next lemma. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let R, m be a quasi-local domain and let A, m be a quasi-local overring 
with the same maximal ideal. If Pic(A[X, X-l]) = 0, then Pic(R[X, X-l]) = 0. 
Proof. Let B=R[X,X-‘1, and S=B-mB. We have an exact sequence [3, p. 1361 
U(S-‘B) -+ Pic(B, S) + Pit(B) * Pic(S-‘B), and since S-‘B = R(X) = N-‘R [X] where 
N= R[X] - mR[X], we get from [l, Thm. 21 that Pic(S-‘B) =O. Thus to show that 
Pit(B) =O, it suffices to show that each invertible ideal I of B with c(Z) = R is 
principal. Let g E fn R[X] have minimal degree among elements of In R[X]. To 
show that I is principal it suffices to show that c(g) is principal. For, since B is a 
content R-algebra, B/I is R-flat [18, Thm. 6.51 and thus if g = af for.a E R, f~ B with 
c(f) = R, then f E Zrl R [Xl. Therefore if h E I, then X”h E lfl R[X] for some n, and 
so rX”h =fq+I for some TE R,q,l~ R[X] and I=0 or degree l<degree j’. But 
since X”h, f E In R [Xl, we get I = 0. Thus rc(X”h) = c( fq) = c(q) = X”h = fq‘ some 
q‘ER[X] = hEfB. 
Now let g=aO+a,X+... +a,X” have minimal degree in ZfI R[X]. If c(g) is not 
principal let SE {O,l, . . . . n - 1) and t be such that S+ t < n and c(g) is generated by 
G={ao,a~,...,a,,a,+t+~,a,+t+2, . . ..a.} and not by G-{a,} or G-{a,+t+l}. If 
t f 0 write 
a; = to rjiai + ,J$+, rjiai 
forjE{s+l,s+2 ,..., s+t).Then 
g=ao+a,X+ . ..+a.X’+ f rs+l,iai+ 2 
( 
rs+ 1, jai X5+ ' 
i=O i=s+t+l > 
+a-*+ i$o~s+t,iOi+ 
( 
i rs ,iai Xs+r+a,+t+IXS+t+‘+~~~+a,X” 
i=s+r+ I > 
( 
Sfl 
> :( 
5*, 
=a0 l+ C ficX’ fati X+ C f;,X’ 
I=S+l i=s+ I > 
+...+a, X5+ 
( 
s+’ L( ) C r.X’ +a 
i=s+l 
,+t+l(X’+t+l+i~~,r,+t+,Xi) 
Let 
( 
s+t 
+...+a, X”+ C ri,X’ . 
i=s+l > 
gl=XS+r,+l,sXS+l+~~~+fs+l,sXS+t, 
and let x denote the image of X in B/I so that B/I= R[x,x-‘1. Since R[x,x-‘1 is 
R-flat and g(x) = 0, we see that 
gr(x) E Na0, a I, ...,as-~,~~+t+ltas+t+2, ...ta,)R[xx-*l :a,1 
= Ka0, a~ ,..., as.-(-l,ascr+l ,... ,a,,):a,lRkx-‘I 
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[5, p. 47, Exer. 221. By the choice of f,a,e(aO,a,, . . . . u,-,,as+,+,, . . . . a,)R, so 
g,(x) E mR[x,x-‘1, and hence g,(X) E I+ mB. Further, since Pic(A[X,X-‘1) = 0, 
then IA [X,X-t] is principal generated by an element h of content A. It follows that 
h may be chosen in 1,4(X,X-‘] nA[X] and of degree n. Then CA(g) = akA for some 
kE{O,l,..., s,s+t+l,..., a,}, so g=a& where g=ao+alX+***+a,X” with 
ok = 1. Further, a,, a;, ,+ , d m for otherwise we would have 
or 
c~(g)=(~o,~,,...,~,,a,+f+~,as+t+3r...,~n)R, 
a contradiction. Let cp :A[X,X-‘1 +A/m[X,X-‘1 be the canonical map. Then 
g,EI+mBEIA[X,X-‘]+mA[X,X-‘I =) ~(g,)E(p(g)(A/m[X,X-‘I). 
But this is impossible since length p(g) L I + 1 and length &gt) I t (where length(g) = 
degree of highest degree term minus the degree of the lowest degree term of g). 
Corollary 3.4. If R is u Noetheriun seminormal domain such that each PE Spec(R) 
with depth(Rp) = 1 is unibrunched, then R is quasinormal. 
The converse of the above corollary is true if R is one-dimensional [9, Thm. 4.51, 
but not in general [21, p. 651. If the integral closure of R is a finite R-module, then 
one only needs to check that a finite set of primes is unibranched by the following: 
Corollary 3.5. If R is a Noetheriun seminormal domain such that R is u finite 
R-module and each associated prime of R/R is unibranched, then R is quasinormal. 
Proof. This follows as in Theorem 3.3 from the fact that R is an intersection of the 
rings obtained from R by gluing over the associated primes of R/R [ 14, Thm. 1.121. 
Corollary 3.6. If R is a seminormal Hilbert domain and each maximal ideal of R is 
unibranched, then Pit(R) + Pic(R [X, X-t]) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. This follows since for a Hilbert ring R, if each maximal ideal is unibranched, 
then every prime ideal is unibranched. Indeed if say Q1,Q2E Spec(R) lie over 
PE Spec(R), choose a maximal ideal M of R containing Qt. Then MfTR =N 
contains P, so by the going-up theorem, there exists M’E Spec(R) such that M’ 2 Q2 
and M’nR =N. But since N is unibranched M=M’. Thus each maximal ideal 
which contains Qt contains Q2 and so Q2 c Qt since R is a Hilbert ring [ 13, Thm. 301. 
Then Q, c Q2 by symmetry. 
In [l I] a quasi-local domain (R,M) was defined to be a pseudo-valuation domain 
if for each prime ideal P of R the set T(R) - P is closed under multiplication, and 
this was shown to be equivalent o the existence of a (unique) valuation overring V 
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of R with maximal ideal M. The following proposition follows from Lemma 3.3 and 
Theorem 1.8. 
Proposition 3.7. If an integral domain R is an intersection of pseudo-valuation 
overrings, then R is quasinormal. 
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